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Figure 100: Left: details of the four-pad and two-pad segmentation of the diamond sensors
used in the Run 3 modules. Right: arrangement of the four crystals in a Run 3 module (adapted
from Ref. [156]), where the position of the beam is indicated by the spot on the left. FIXME: JSE:
don’t use angle, integrate into single PDF file instead.

decrease in resolution was found to be largely consistent with radiation damage to the pream-3410

plification electronics.3411

The diamonds are glued to a hybrid board (Fig. 101), containing both the sensors and a multi-3412

stage amplification chain for each of the 12 channels. As mentioned above, radiation damage to3413

the amplification chain was identified as a limiting factor for the timing performance in Run 2.3414

Therefore, a revision of the hybrid board was designed for Run 3, with a modified layout to3415

mitigate the exposure of the preamplifiers to radiation. Additional modifications to the design3416

were made to improve the high-voltage isolation and the stability against RF noise pickup. Fi-3417

nally, remote control of the amplifier gains was implemented, giving the opportunity to better3418

fine tune the settings and compensate for any degradation during data taking.3419

Figure 101: Left: the hybrid board for the Run 3 timing detectors’ readout; the lower, wider
section hosts the sensors and is housed inside the secondary vacuum volume of the pot. Right:
detail of the diamond sensors on one side, connected via wire bonds to the frontend electronics.

7.3.2 Readout electronics3420

The signals from the hybrid boards are transmitted by individual coaxial cables to custom3421

“NINO boards”, mounted in a mini-crate about 1 m above the LHC beam pipe (Fig. 102). The3422

main data path for reading all channels at the full trigger rate is based on the the fast, low-3423

power NINO ASIC [158], with four chips per board. The NINO performs discrimination of the3424

input signals above an adjustable threshold. The width of the output signal is proportional to3425


